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HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

District: Sonitpur
In The Court of the Munsiff No. 1, Tezpur, Sonitpur

Present   : Mrs.Chitra Rani Saikia, AJS

Monday,  the 22nd  day of July ,2013

Title  Suit No. 42 / 2009

Durga Prasad Das & others   ………… Plaintiffs

-Versus-

Biva Rani Das & others  ………… Defendant

The suit coming on for final hearing on 6th day of July  2013  in the presence of :-

 Sri J. K. Baishya                                          …………… Advocate for the Plaintiff
And

Sri K. K. Sarma                                          ……………..  Advocate for the Defendant

And having stood for consideration to this day the court delivers the following 
judgment.

JUDGMENT

1.   The brief  case of  the plaintiff  as averred in the plaint  is  that  Naram Das,  the 
predecessor in interest of the plaintiffs, defendant and pro-forma defendant was the owner 
of the schedule land along with the six roomed Assam type house situated thereon.  That 
Naram Das died intestate on 29-07-1979 leaving behind his wife Tarulata Das and the 
plaintiffs, defendant and the pro-forma defendants. That after the death of Naram Das 



Tarulata Das and the plaintiff and the pro-forma defendants became the joint owners of  
the scheduled property by right  of  inheritance.  That  on 19-01-2007 Tarulata Das died 
leaving behind her the plaintiffs,  defendant and the pro-forma defendants as her legal 
heirs and successors. As such share of Tarulata Das of the schedule property devolved 
upon the plaintiffs, the defendant and the pro-forma defendants. The story of the plaintiff  
further runs that  after death of Tarulata Das the defendant has been trying to grab the 
whole schedule property depriving the plaintiffs and the pro-forma defendants from the 
share of the said property. That on 15-05-2008 when plaintiff No 1 went to stay in his  
portion of the house situated in the scheduled land which was rented out earlier by the 
plaintiff No 1, the defendant prevented him from entering into his portion of the said house. 
Hence this suit. 
2.  The  defendant  contested the suit by filing their written statement. The defendant 
stated  that  there  is  no cause  of  action  for  this  suit  and  the  suit  is  not  maintainable.  
Admitting the fact that the plaintiff No 1 is  the legal heir of Naram Das, the defendant has 
stated the plaintiff No 1 is  not entitled to get any share in the scheduled property because 
Naram Das verbally gifted to his wife Tarulata Das 1 Katha 11.5 Lessas of land along with 
the house standing thereon. The defendant further pleaded that by way of that verbal gift 
Tarulata  Das became the absolute owner of the said property . The  defendant  also 
pleaded that before her death Tarulata Das  gave the suit property to the defendant by 
executing a Katcha will  in her favour.  Therefore,   the  defendant has stated  that  the 
plaintiffs do not have any right, title and interest over the suit property.    Hence  the 
defendant does pray for dismissal of this suit with cost. 

3.  Upon  consideration  of  the  pleadings  of  both  sides  my  learned  predecessor 
framed the following issues  in this suit :  

(1) Whether  the suit is maintainable under fact, law and equity?  
(2) Whether the suit is barred U/S 154(1)(d), U/S 154(1)(c) and U/S 154(1)(f) 

of The Assam land and Revenue Regulation 1886? 
(3) Whether the plaintiffs, defendant and pro-forma defendant became 1/4 th 

share holder of the suit properties after death of Tarulata Das?  
(4) Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the decree as prayed for?  
 

4.  Plaintiff  side  adduced  the  evidence  of  six   witnesses  and  exhibited  certain 
documents  in  support  of  its  case.   Defendant  side  adduced  the  evidence  of  three 
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witnesses and exhibited certain documents.  Relevant evidence of these witnesses shall 
be considered at relevant point. 
5.       Sri J.K. Baishya, learned counsel appearing on behalf of the plaintiffs have drawn 
the attention of this court to the provision U/S 9 and 123 of The Transfer of Property Act, 
1882 and has contended that the plea of oral gift as raised by the defendant is not at all  
maintainable in the eye of law. Challenging the validity of  the plea of  oral gift  learned 
counsel for the plaintiff refers to the decision as reported in AIR 1979 Gau 1 and AIR 1997  

S.C. 127. I have gone through these decisions. 

6.        Learned counsel for the defendant Sri K.K. Sarma draws the attention of this court  
to the fact of pendency of  the  probate case and has contended that this suit will become 
infructuous  if  the  probate  of  the  will  is  allowed  and  as  such  submits  for  staying  the 
judgment of this suit till the decision in the probate case.  With all respect to this contention 
raised on behalf of the defendant I am of the considered opinion that as this suit is not  
stayed by the higher court, I find no merit in this contention and hence that contention is 
rejected.  

7.  The evidence  on record,  the  contentions raised on behalf  of  both  sides have 
received due consideration of this court. After considering the matter in its entirety this 
court has arrived at the decision as follows. 

DISCUSSION OF EVIDENCE, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

Issue No (1) :      Whether  the suit is maintainable under fact, law and equity?    

8.       Section 9 of The Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 gives ample power to 

the  civil  court  to  entertain  the  civil  suit  where  there  arises  the  question 

regarding the infringement of civil rights. Maintainability of a civil suit is to be 

determined on the basis of the pleadings of the parties. Maintainability does 

not depend upon the evidence of the parties. In this instant suit  I  find no 

express or implied bar on the trial of suit in the pleadings of the parties. The 

pleadings of the parties do not disclose any procedural defect barring the 

jurisdiction  of  this  court  to  try  this  suit.  Therefore  this  court  is  of  the 

considered opinion that this suit is maintainable . 

Accordingly issue No (i) is decided in positive in  favour of the plaintiff. 
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 Issue No :  (3)  Whether the plaintiffs, defendant and pro-forma defendant became 
1/4  th   share holder of the suit properties after death of Tarulata Das?    
 
9.     There  is  no  dispute  of  the  fact  that  the  plaintiff,  defendant  and  the  pro-forma 
defendants are the sons and daughters of  Naram Das, the predecessor  in interest  of 
them. In her evidence on affidavit defendant Bivarani Das being DW 1 deposed that the 
suit property originally belonged to Naram Das who died on 29-07-1979 leaving behind 
him the plaintiffs, the defendant and the pro-forma defendant. It is the admitted fact that 
the plaintiff No 1  is the elder brother of the defendant. In her cross examination DW 1 
stated candidly that after the death of her father she  herself  along with her mother, elder  
brother and two younger sisters got the land and house. 

10.      It is in the pleading as well as in the evidence on affidavit of the defendant Bivarani  
Das that Naram Das verbally gifted to Tarulata Das  the suit land along with the house and 
structures standing thereon.  According to the defendant resultant to the verbal gift of the 
suit property to Tarulata Das, she became absolute owner of the suit property. Defendant 
further pleaded in her written statement and  deposed in her evidence that her mother 
Tarulata Das executed a Katcha will in favour of her on 06-01-2007 in respect of the suit  
property and thus the defendant becomes the sole owner of the suit property. It becomes 
clear that the defendant has raised two pleas, firstly,  that  the suit property was verbally  
gifted to her mother Tarulata Das by her father Naram Das and secondly that  Tarulata 
Das executed a Katcha will in favour of the defendant in respect of the suit land . In this 
instant case the fact of gift is to be proved first to adduce evidence of subsequent will. 

11.      Section 104 of The Indian Evidence Act, 1872 provides:  

“ The burden of proving any fact necessary  to be  proved in order to enable any  
person to give evidence of any other fact is on the person who wishes to give such  
evidence. “ 

The principle underlying in this Section is   that  whenever it is necessary to prove any fact  
in  order  to  render  evidence  of  any  other  fact  admissible,  the  burden  of  proving  the 
previous fact is on the person who wants to give such evidence. In the  instant case in 
order  to  give  evidence  of  the  fact  of  will  executed  in  favour  of  the  defendant  ,  the 
defendant is to prove the fact of gift of the suit property in favour of her mother Tarulata 
Das. Therefore, the crux of this issue lies in the determination of the fact as to whether the  
suit property was gifted to Tarulata Das by Naram Das during his life time.
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12.      Section 123 of Transfer of Property Act, 1882 envisages that for the purpose of 
making  a  gift  of  immovable  property,  the  transfer  must  be  effected  by  a  registered 
instrument signed by or on behalf of the donor , and attested by at least two witnesses.  
Section 9 of the said Act provides that transfer of property may be made without writing 
in every case in which a writing is not expressly required by law. Reading together Section 
23 and Section 9 of the said Act it becomes clear that  gift of immovable property may be 
effected only through instrument in writing. In order to constitute a valid gift it  must be 
made by written and registered instrument .

13.     Section 129 of  the Transfer  of  Property  Act,  1882  provides  that  nothing in 
Chapter VII of the Act is to affect any rule of Mahammedan  Law. This section saves all 
gifts made under the Mohameddan law from the operation of this chapter. According to the 
Mahameddan law , there can be a valid gift if three essentials of the gift are satisfied: 
(i) a declaration of the gift by the donor;
(ii) the acceptance of the gift express or implied by or on behalf of the donee; and 
(iii) delivery of possession of the subject of gift by the donor to the donee. 
According to the Muslim law it is not necessary that there should be a written deed of gift 
in order to make it a valid gift, but of course , if there is a gift it should be registered. 

14.    As transpires from the materials on record the plaintiffs, the defendant and the pro-
forma defendant are Hindus.  The provision of The Transfer of Property Act, 1882 relating 
to gift applies to the Hindus. Therefore, written and registered deed of gift is essential for 
making valid gift between the Hindus.  In view of  such  explicit  provision of law there is no 
validity of any oral gift of immovable property between the Hindus.  As such the plea of the 
defendant that the suit property was orally gifted to Tarulata Das by Naram Das is not 
tenable in law. In her cross examination defendant being DW 1 has expressly admitted 
that  there  is  no  law of  delivering  land orally.  DW 2  Ajit  Kr  Das  also  deposed  in  his 
evidence  that  he  heard  from  many  persons  that  Naram  Das  verbally  gifted  the  suit 
property to his wife Tarulata Das. In his cross examination DW 2 also stated that as per  
his knowledge gift of immovable property can not be made orally. Admitting the fact that 
oral gift of immovable property is not maintainable, both DW 1 and DW 2 are deposing 
that the suit property was verbally gifted to Tarulata Das. As apparent the witnesses on 
behalf of the defendant is not supporting the validity of the oral gift.  There is no written  
deed of gift.  Therefore, there remains hardly any doubt that the reported  verbal  gift of the 
suit property is not valid one. Defendant  has failed to discharge her burden of proving the 
fact  of  gift  of  the suit  property.  As such the defendant can not be allowed to adduce 
evidence of the will because she fails to discharge her burden of proving the previous fact 
of gift of the suit property. 
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15.     In absence of any valid gift it can not be said that Tarulata Das became the absolute 
owner of the suit property.  Therefore, in view of the admitted position as discussed above 
on the death of Naram Das, Tarulata Das and the plaintiffs, the defendant and the pro-
forma defendant inherited the suit property jointly and after the death of Tarulata Das, the 
plaintiffs, defendant and the pro-forma defendant becomes the joint owners of the suit 
property. Therefore, the plaintiffs, defendant and the pro-forma defendant  become entitled 
to get 1/4th share of the suit property. 

16.     In the net result of the foregoing discussion it is decided that the plaintiffs, defendant  
and pro-forma defendant became 1/4th share holder of the suit properties after the death of 
Tarulata Das. This issue is accordingly decided in affirmative in favour of the plaintiffs. 

Issue No (4)        Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the decree as prayed for?    

 17.   In the instant suit the plaintiffs pray for decree of the partition of the suit property to 
the extent of 1/4th share of the plaintiffs, defendant and pro-forma defendant. In view of the 
decision  in  issue  No  (3)  as  discussed  above  the  plaintiffs,  defendant  and  pro-forma 
defendant became 1/4th share holder of the suit properties after the death of Tarulata Das. 
As such it becomes clear that the plaintiffs are entitled to get the decree as prayed for. It is 
decided that the plaintiffs, defendant and pro-forma defendants  are entitled to get 1/4 th 

share of  the scheduled property as prayed for.  This  issue is  decided in affirmative in 
favour of the plaintiffs. 

Issue No(2) :       Whether the suit is barred U/S 154(1)(d), U/S 154(1)(c) and U/S 154(1)  
(f) of The Assam land and Revenue Regulation 1886? 

18.      In her written statement the defendant has pleaded that the instant suit is barred  
U/S 154(1)(d), 1(c) and 1(f) of The Assam land and Revenue Regulation, 1886.  Section 
154  of  The  Assam  Land  and  Revenue  Regulation  enumerates  certain  facts  barring 
jurisdiction  of Civil Court. The particular clauses U/S 154 (1) ( c), (d) and (f) of the said 
Regulation deal with certain claims which are not the claims of the plaintiffs in this instant  
suit. As envisaged U/S 154 ( 1) (d), if any claim is made as regards perfect partition, civil  
court will not have jurisdiction to entertain such claim. But the regulation does not take 
away  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Civil  Court  to  determine  the  rights  of  the  parties  to  the  
properties in dispute as well  as the shares they are entitled to. In the instant case the 
plaintiffs are seeking decree declaring 1/4th share of the plaintiff, defendant and pro-forma 
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defendant to the suit property. The said regulation does not bar the jurisdiction of the Civil 
Court to entertain that claim. 

19.     Section 154(1) ( c) of the Regulation provides that the claim regarding the formation 
of the record of rights or the preparation , signing , or alteration of any document contained 
therein can not be entertained in civil court. Section 154(1) ( f) of the Regulation provides  
that  the  claims  regarding  the  distribution  of  the  land  or  allotment  of  the  revenue  on 
partition can not be entertained in the civil court. In the instant suit the plaintiffs do not 
have these claims. As such the plea of the defendant is not tenable in law. 

In the result this issue is decided in negative against the defendant. 

ORDER

20.     This suit is decreed on contest with cost.   The  plaintiffs, defendant and the pro-
forma defendant are entitled to 1/4th share of the schedule property.  The plaintiffs are 
entitled to the cost of the suit.  

   Prepare the preliminary  decree accordingly. 

The judgment is delivered in the open court and the operative part of the judgment 
is pronounced in the open court today,  Monday,  the 22nd day of July 2013,  under my 
hand and seal.  

( Chitra Rani Saikia )
Munsiff No 1, Tezpur
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ANNEXURE

1. Plaintiff’s witnesses: 

 (a)   PW 1:  Sri Durga Prasad Das  (the plaintiff No 1)
 (b)   PW 2: Smti Niva Rani Hazarika
 (c)   PW 3 : Monorama Das
  (d)   PW 4 : Alakesh Dutta
  (e)   PW 5  :  Samiran Gogoi
  ( f)  PW  6 : Rantu Hazarika  
 
2. Plaintiff’s exhibits:

Exhibit 1:  Certified  copy of jamabandi            
Exhibit 2 – Order of ADC (Revenue) in Misc case 49/07 dated 04-11-2008 
Exhibit 3--- Land Revenue receipt
Exhibit 4---- Municipal Tax Payment Receipt             
Exhibit 5 ---  Municipal Tax Payment Receipt                                      

3. Defendant’s witness :

DW 1 –Smti Bivarani Das
DW 2 –Ajit Kr. Das 
DW 3—Sri Karuna Barkataky ( not cross examined) 
DW 4 –Amulya Kr. Goswami 

4. Defendants’s exhibits: Nil

                                                                                                 Chitra Rani Saikia
                                                                                                Munsiff No 1, Tezpur
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